Crossover

COLLECTION

style I439V / I440V
colors 00450, 00560, 00590
RESILIENT
Crossover collection

CROSSOVER
style 14259 / 14265
color 00250
### Product Specifications

#### Crossover | **LOOSE LAY**
- **Style**: I439V
- **Tile Size**: 7” x 48” | 17.78 CM x 121.9 CM
- **Construction**: LUXURY VINYL TILE
- **Wear Layer Thickness**: 20 MIL (.020” | 0.5 MM)
- **Overall Thickness**: 0.197” | 5 MM
- **Finish**: EXOGUARD™
- **Edge Profile**: SQUARE
- **Installation**: GLUE DOWN | LOOSE LAY

#### Crossover | **CLICK**
- **Style**: I440V
- **Tile Size**: 7.28” x 47.72” | 18.5 CM x 121.92 CM
- **Construction**: LUXURY VINYL TILE WITH IN*STEP LOCKING SYSTEM
- **Wear Layer Thickness**: 20 MIL (.020” | 0.5 MM)
- **Overall Thickness**: 0.197” | 5 MM
- **Finish**: EXOGUARD™
- **Edge Profile**: MICRO-BEVEL
- **Installation**: FLOATING

### Recommended Installation Methods

#### **LOOSE LAY** | style I439V
- Ashlar
- Herringbone
- Stagger

#### **CLICK** | style I440V
- Stagger

### Color Variations

Shade variation is inherent in all wood visual products. Shade and texture can vary slightly or significantly from piece to piece within a color. V1 shade variation has little or no change from piece to piece where a V4 will have a large variety of color and/or texture changes.

Prior to any installation, a range of tiles should be approved by the customer on V3 and V4 colors.
Features & Benefits

• High performance resilient designed for high demand environments
• ExoGuard™ finish and 20 mil wear layer ensure performance in a variety of commercial applications
• Constructed with an acoustical silencing layer reducing sound transfer. Meets IIC ratings required for many high rise buildings
• Stands up to high moisture in concrete (up to 95 RH) and installs without adhesive or underlayment when slab is within tolerance
• High performance matte finish is polish and buff optional for hassle-free maintenance
• 10 year limited commercial warranty

• Embossed texture for a realistic wood feel
• FloorScore® certified for low VOCs
• Recommended Applications: High performance, high traffic end use applications including healthcare, education, retail, hospitality and assisted living
• Minimal floor prep required prior to installation
• Available in two installation platforms

Construction

Crossover | style 1439V, installs in a loose lay/glue down method.

The loose lay style is designed to cover large areas quickly and includes a non-skid backing that keeps planks in place.

Crossover | style 1440V, installs using high performance click technology.

The In*Step Locking System offers a revolutionary tongue and groove design that locks planks together without the use of adhesive.

Designed into all four sides, the patented edge profile ensures a tight fit between joints and prevents seam separation in commercial applications.